
Welcome to

THREE GLACIERS



THREE GLACIERS RETREAT
79°35’S 83°48’W

A NTARCT ICA



Three Glaciers is an exclusive retreat tucked away deep in the interior of Antarctica. Nestled at the base of Mount 
Sporli and at the head of three glaciers: the Schneider, the Schanz, and the Driscoll, this setting is the definition of 

remote. Here in the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth Mountains, majestic peaks rise in all directions offering unlimited 
opportunities for snowmobiling, hiking, climbing, and skiing. 

ESCAPE



DELIGHT
in the

DETAILS

Designed with thoughtful attention to detail, Three Glaciers 
provides a sanctuary for relaxation and comfort. The 8 
guest suites are perfectly positioned around 180˚ like a 

giant sundial. This precise alignment optimizes the 24-hour 
daylight to give each suite a period of direct sun. Guests can 
enjoy unobstructed views of mountains and glaciers from the 

warmth of their private patio. 



RETREAT
With only 8 sleeping suites, Three Glaciers occupancy is limited to 16 guests, affording ultimate privacy and superior 
service. Each suite is heated by a high-efficiency Toyostove and furnished with cozy sitting areas. You’ll find plenty of 
space to store your polar gear as well as a charging station for your personal electronics. When you’re ready to enjoy 
the luxury of a hot shower in the middle of Antarctica, toiletries and towels are on hand. We gather and melt snow 

straight from the glacier to keep a piping hot supply ready for you in our custom-built shower facility. 



Sleeping in 24-hour daylight can be an unusual experience, so we’ve taken every measure to ensure you have your best 
sleep at any latitude. Double-walled exteriors and window shades create the perfect dark retreat after long days in the 
Antarctic sun. Three suites feature king beds and five suites are outfitted with two extra-long twin beds. White oak and 

walnut bed frames support dreamy mattresses, sateen sheets, and down duvets covered in vintage linen.  

SLUMBER



DINE, WINE
and

RECLINE
The dining room and lounge are the 

heart of Three Glaciers. Here your private 
chef creates original dishes with fresh 

ingredients flown in from Chile.

In between meals, relax on the sofa with 
a book from our polar library or enjoy 
a coffee from the comfort of a leather 

lounge chair. 



E M B A R K
on a 

JOURNEY
Immerse yourself in the ultimate wilderness, surrounded by 
pristine views, untouched spaces, and profound silence. The 
options for exploration in this magnificent setting are almost 

endless and our experienced guides will design daily adventures 
to match your personal pursuits. Scale rocky ridges for your 

first Antarctic summit, carve tracks down powder slopes, 
or snowmobile into secret valleys few have ever seen. 





E L E V A T E 
your 

EXPERIENCE

RETREAT OPEN

Three Glaciers Retreat can be booked 
as an accommodation enhancement 
for guests on existing ALE experiences 
including Emperors & Explorers, South 
Pole Flights, and South Pole Overnight.

Three Glaciers Retreat can be reserved 
for private groups interested in creating 
their own bespoke experiences. Custom 
itineraries can be crafted to achieve 
almost any Antarctic objective including 
flights to Vinson Base Camp, technical 
climbing, ski touring, and snowmobile 
traverses. 

MINIMUM OCCUPANCY

DESIGN YOUR 
own

EXPERIENCE

November 26 - JaNuary 14

6 Guests

MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY 16 Guests

MINIMUM STAY 4 NiGhts

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR AVAILABILITY AND PRICING

INFO@ANTARCTIC-LOGISTICS.COM
+1 801-266-4876



SEE YOU SOON


